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planswift 9 and above can also import a cad file and calculate quantities from that. this option is very useful in the construction industry. you can import a cad file
and count up the quantities by hand. you can import the cad file in any format, but it is recommended to import in dwg format, which is done by default. dwg is the
industry standard format used for construction. in order to use the full features of the software you will need to have a license for the full version. the full version is

available in two forms; you can purchase a license for a single user or you can purchase a license for a company. most contractors will have all the necessary
components, so you should purchase a full version license for the person who will use the software most (i.e. the general contractor). if your contractor uses the full
version of planswift, you will need to install the license first. download the installer from the planswift website and run the installer to accept the license agreement
and add the application to your planswift folders. the application will be in your start menu under programs. when you run planswift 9 for the first time, you need to
update any plugins that youve already installed. the easiest way is to use the automatic update system that is on the web, however, if you want to do it manually,
youll find a list of plugins at the main planswift page. to get the most out of your plugin, it will be a good idea to create an account at the planswift user site so you

can maintain, update and submit bug reports. plugins are submitted by the planswift plugin authors, who must have a valid account.
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if the user has a template, they can select the items in the database (or files) by clicking on the items option. all the items are highlighted in the list, and the
information of the selected items can be exported as an excel, csv or html file. once the items have been selected, the user can create a new blueprint. the plugin

allows you to add new columns to your configuration in the same way that you can create new templates. for this, click the columns tab. after the columns are
defined, you can apply a filter, either by entering a tag or keyword, or by entering a combination of filters. the option to apply a filter is on the top right. with the

plugin, you can export the added columns to a template (either in the database or exported files). users can also add as many fields as they want, but if the fields
are not exported, then they will not be shown in any of the reports. if you have done this, you should remove them if you want to include them in the reports. users

can filter their database (or files) to select only the parts that they want to estimate. to do this, you simply need to click on the items button. all of the items are
highlighted in the list, and the items that are selected will appear in the dark blue area. you can remove the items that you do not want to estimate by clicking the

clear selected button (or you can reselect the items), and click on the mark selected button to mark the items that you want to export. once the list of items is
exported, a dialog will open. from the dialog, you can customize the columns and export it to excel, csv, or html. if you select excel, csv or html, all of the elements
in the database (or files) will be marked with a tag or a keyword that can be used in the estimation. if you want to select all of the items, you can use the checkbox.
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